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Abstract

New demands brought by the continuing growth of the
Internet will be met in part by more effective and compre-
hensive use of caching. This paper proposes to exploit client
browser caches in cooperative proxy caching by construct-
ing the client caches within each organization (e.g., cor-
porate networks) as a large peer-to-peer client cache. Via
trace-driven simulations we evaluate the potential perfor-
mance benefit of cooperative proxy caching with/without
exploiting client caches. We show that exploiting client
caches in cooperative proxy caching can significantly im-
prove performance, particularly when the size of individ-
ual proxy caches is limited compared to the universe of
Web objects. We further devise a cooperative hierarchi-
cal greedy-dual replacement algorithm (Hier-GD), which
not only provides some cache coordination but also utilizes
client caches. Through Hier-GD, we explore the design is-
sues of how to exploit client caches in cooperative proxy
caching to build large Web caches. We show that Hier-GD
is technically practical and can potentially improve the per-
formance of cooperative proxy caching by utilizing client
caches.

1. Introduction

Client-side caching (initiated by clients at their own ex-
pense and for their own benefit) has been recognized as
one of the most important techniques to improve the per-
formance and scalability of the Web. Generally, It can be
applied at three levels. The first level is at the browser level,
and the second one is at the local proxy level, which is of-
ten located at the boundary of corporate networks and ISPs.
These two level caches serve a dual purpose. First, they
minimize access latencies for objects that are accessed re-
peatedly by a single client or shared by multiple clients.
Second, they reduce network traffic and the load on Web
servers.

At the third level of client-side caching, proxies cooper-
ate each other to share their cached Web objects: if a cache
miss occurs at a local proxy, the proxy may forward the re-
quest to a cooperating proxy instead of to the original Web
server for that requested object. Besides mutual sharing of
cached objects, cooperative proxies can even coordinate ob-
ject replacement decisions to achieve further performance
benefits of collaboration.

Many studies [15, 10, 7, 8, 20, 13, 6] have shown that
the key to a successful client-side caching is to encourage
comprehensive use of caching within the organizations that
provide Internet service to user communities. In this paper,
our goal is to investigate the possibility and potential benefit
of constructing large Web caches from cooperative proxies
and client caches.

The basic idea behind our approach is to take advan-
tage of browser caches of the client machines in a corpo-
rate network, by constructing them as a large P2P client
cache using Pastry overlay[17]. The P2P client cache acts
as a secondary cache to the local proxy. The local proxy
and the P2P client cache are cooperative: when a user re-
quest misses in the local proxy cache, the local proxy first
checks to see if the requested object might be stored in its
P2P client cache. If so, the proxy redirects the request to
the destination client cache of that requested object. Oth-
erwise, the proxy sends out the request either to the coop-
erating proxies or to the Web server. As a result, incorpo-
rating P2P client caches into inter-proxy cooperation can
synthesize very large distributed caches to serve the needs
of inter-connected organizations (e.g., corporate networks):
all clients can share objects cached not only at all proxies
but also at all P2P client caches.

Via trace-driven simulations based on both real-world
traces and synthetic workloads generated by ProWGen [4],
we explore the design issues and potential performance ad-
vantages of exploiting client caches in Web caching. In par-
ticular, our main contributions are:

• We revisit cooperative proxy caching schemes and
quantitatively evaluate the potential performance ben-
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efits of these caching schemes.

• We introduce new caching schemes which exploit
client browser caches, and quantify the potential per-
formance benefits of these new caching schemes.
Compared to counterparts that do not utilize client
caches, our experiment results show that these new
caching schemes can further achieve big performance
gains by exploiting client caches, particularly when the
size of individual proxy caches is limited compared to
the universe of Web objects.

• We devise a cooperative hierarchical greedy-dual re-
placement algorithm (Hier-GD), through which we
explore the design issues of how to exploit client
caches in cooperative proxy caching to build large Web
caches. We show that Hier-GD is technically practical
and can perform very well in a cooperative scenario.
We also show that, the larger number of client caches,
the more performance benefit Hier-GD can achieve,
particularly when the size of individual proxy caches
is limited compared to the universe of Web objects.

• We examine the impact of workload characteristics
(e.g., temporal locality, and object popularity distri-
bution), network characteristics (e.g., client-to-proxy,
proxy-to-proxy, and proxy-to-server latencies), the
client cluster size and the proxy cluster size on these
caching schemes and Hier-GD.

As the number of shared objects continues to grow enor-
mously and as the Internet becomes the home of more large
multimedia objects, we believe that the importance of com-
prehensive use of caching — exploiting client caches in co-
operative proxy caching will increase in the future.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses caching schemes with/without exploiting
client caches. Section 3 presents a cooperative hierarchical
greedy-dual replacement algorithm (Hier-GD), and Section
4 explores the design issues of Hier-GD. Section 5 describes
our experiment results. Section 6 gives an overview of re-
lated work. We finally conclude on Section 7.

2. Caching Scheme

In this section, we give a brief description of caching
schemes with/without exploiting client caches.

In current caching schemes without exploiting client
caches, a set of cooperating proxies are defined as a proxy
cluster. Each client (e.g., a browser) has a designated proxy,
called local proxy, through which it makes all of its HTTP
requests. The clients within a local proxy are defined as a
client cluster. Any HTTP request that misses in a client’s
private browser cache is sent to its local proxy, which at-
tempts to serve the request from its local cache. In case of a

miss, when proxies are cooperative, an attempt is first made
to request the object from one of the cooperating proxies
before accessing the original Web server. Cooperation is a
powerful paradigm to improve cache effectiveness. It gen-
erally has two key aspects of cooperation: one aspect is the
level of cooperation in serving each other’s cache misses,
and the other is the level of cooperation in coordinating ob-
ject replacement decisions.

Based on these two aspects, cache cooperation therefore
can be classified into the following schemes: (1) No Cache
Cooperation (NC): Proxies do not collaborate to serve each
other’s cache misses. (2) Simple Cache Cooperation (SC):
Proxies serve each other’s cache misses. Once a proxy
fetches an object from another proxy, it caches the object lo-
cally. In this case, proxies do not coordinate object replace-
ment decisions. (3) Full Cache Cooperation (FC): This is
the fully coordinated form of cooperative caching, where
proxies cooperate both in serving each other’s cache misses
and in making object replacement decisions.

Our caching schemes exploit client caches, where each
client partitions its cache into two parts: the local cache and
the cooperative cache. The local cache is to exploit client-
side locality and reuse. The cooperative caches on all client
machines in each client cluster are organized as a P2P client
cache, which acts as a secondary cache to the local proxy.
The local proxy and its P2P client cache are cooperative:
when a user request misses in the local proxy cache, the
local proxy first checks to see if the requested object might
be stored in its P2P client cache. If so, the proxy redirects
the request to the destination client cache of that requested
object. Otherwise, the proxy sends out the request either to
the cooperating proxies or to the Web server.

Accordingly, we derive the following caching schemes
from those described above by exploiting client caches: (1)
NC Exploiting Client Caches (NC-EC): Proxies do not col-
laborate to serve each other’s cache misses, but proxies and
their own P2P client caches share cache contents and coor-
dinate replacement so that they appear as one unified cache.
(2) SC Exploiting Client Caches (SC-EC): In the SC case,
proxies and their own P2P client caches share cache con-
tents and coordinate replacement so that they appear as one
unified cache. Via inter-proxy cooperation, all proxies and
P2P client caches share their cached objects. (3) FC Ex-
ploiting Client Caches (FC-EC): In the FC case, proxies
and their own P2P client caches share cache contents and
coordinate replacement so that they appear as one unified
cache. Via inter-proxy cooperation, all proxies and P2P
client caches not only share their cached objects but also
coordinate object replacement decisions.

Moreover, the caching schemes NC, NC-EC, SC and SC-
EC employ LFU cache replacement to minimize access la-
tency, while FC and FC-EC use a cost-benefit replacement
to minimize the average access latency of all the clients in
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the proxy cluster. Note that, based on the assumption of the
perfect frequency knowledge to each object, the cost-benefit
replacement algorithm minimizes the aggregate average la-
tency of all the clients in the proxy cluster but at the expense
of computational complexity [13]. Due to space constraints,
we cannot elaborate these two replacement policies. Please
refer to [22] for more detail.

3. A Cooperative Hierarchical Greedy-Dual
Replacement Algorithm

In cooperating proxy caching exploiting client caches,
SC-EC is unable to exploit all the benefits of cache cooper-
ation since it is a simple cache cooperation without coordi-
nating object replacement, while FC-EC yields all the ben-
efits of caching cooperation due to fully coordinated form
of cooperating caching, but at the expense of computational
complexity.

Previous study by Korupolu et al. [10] has shown that the
greedy-dual replacement (please see [22] for more detail)
performs much better than the other local replacement algo-
rithms such as LFU and LRU. This is because the greedy-
dual algorithm provides some implicit coordination among
caches. Therefore, we devise a hierarchical greedy-dual,
a cooperative replacement algorithm (Hier-GD) which not
only preserves the implicit cache coordination offered by
the greedy-dual but also enables the proxies to utilize their
client caches.

In this algorithm, each proxy and each individual client
cache run the local greedy-dual algorithm using the efficient
implementation (described in [22]). When a replacement
needs to be made in a proxy, the proxy evicts the object
with the minimum cost value. This evicted object is then
“passed down” to a client cache in its client cluster using
a distributed hash table (DHT) functionality [17]. Upon re-
ceiving the evicted object, the client cache enforces the local
greedy-dual algorithm to make a replacement. The evicted
object from the client cache is simply discarded.

4. Design of Hier-GD

To investigate the issue of exploiting P2P client caches
in cooperative proxy caching, there are a few questions that
need to be answered. For example, how is a P2P client
cache constructed? How to manage the storage of a P2P
client cache? What efficient data structure should be main-
tained by a local proxy in order to know a requested object
is stored in its P2P client cache? What mechanism does a
local proxy use to pass evicted objects down to its P2P client
cache? Since client caches generally sit behind a firewall,
how could the objects cached in a proxy’s P2P client cache
be shared by all cooperating proxies of the proxy? In this

section, we discuss the design issues of our Hier-GD algo-
rithm, answering questions such as those presented above.

4.1. Structure of P2P Client Cache

The cooperative caches on all client machines in a client
cluster are organized as a P2P client cache using Pastry
overlay, where each client cache is assigned a unique iden-
tifier cacheId. Hence, the P2P client cache is efficient,
scalable, fault-resilient, and self-organizing. Due to space
constraints, we here do not give the detail of the orga-
nization and lookup in the P2P client cache. Please re-
fer to [22] for detailed description. Note that routing and
lookup efficiency in the P2P client cache is achieved with
�log2b N� hops (b is a configuration parameter in Pastry
and N is the number of client caches in a client clus-
ter ). Therefore, fetching an object from the P2P client
cache might involve a small number of LAN hops (e.g.,
3 < log16(N = 1024) + 1 < 4). Due to low latency
and high bandwidth of LANs, we expect the corresponding
overhead would be small compared to fetching an object
from cooperating proxies or Web servers.

When a proxy evicts an object from its cache, the proxy
first hashes the URL of this object into an objectId us-
ing SHA-1. Then the object is mapped from the objectId
to a destination client cache using the DHT functionality
[17]. Upon receiving the object, the destination client cache
stores the object.

4.2. Lookup Directory

The proxy and its P2P client cache are cooperative: when
a user request misses in the local proxy cache, the local
proxy first checks to see if the requested object might be
stored in its P2P client cache. If so, the proxy redirects
the request to the destination client cache of that requested
object. Therefore, the local proxy needs to maintain a di-
rectory of cached objects in its P2P client cache for lookup.

We here propose two lookup directory presentations: (1)
Exact-Directory, is a hashtable composed of the objectIds
of all the cached objects in a P2P client cache. When a user
request misses in the local proxy cache, the local proxy can
do an efficient lookup in the hashtable to determine if the
requested object is in its P2P client cache. (2) Bloom Filter,
provides a straightforward mechanism to build directories
[2]. The advantage of Bloom filters is that they provide
a tradeoff between the memory requirement and the false
positive ratio (which induces false indications that the re-
quested objects are in the P2P client cache).

4.3. Storage Management of P2P Client Cache

The purpose of storage management of a P2P client
cache is to balance the remaining free storage space among
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the client caches in a leaf set (which contains the l nodes
with cacheIds numerically closest to the given client cache.
l is a configuration parameter in Pastry with typical value
16). We employ a mechanism called object diversion to ac-
commodate differences in the storage capacity and utiliza-
tion of client caches within a leaf set.

When an evicted object d1 from the local proxy is routed
to a client cache A with the cacheId numerically closest
to d1’s objectId, the client cache A checks to see if it can
accommodate this object without invoking object replace-
ment. If so, it stores the object. Otherwise, before making
the replacement, the client cache considers object diversion.
For this purpose, A chooses a client cache B in its leaf set
that has free storage space to accommodate the object. A
asks B to store the object d1 on its behalf, then enters an
entry for d1 in its table with a pointer to B. We say that
A has diverted the object d1 to client cache B. Finally A
issues a store receipt of d1 to the local proxy, which in turn
adds an entry in the lookup directory for d1.

If A fails to find such a client cache in its leaf set, A
stores d1 and replaces the object d2 with the minimum cost
value in the cache using the greedy-dual replacement. Then
A issues a store receipt of d1 to the local proxy along with
the information about the eviction of d2. Upon receiving
the message, the local proxy adds and deletes an entry in
the lookup directory for d1 and d2, respectively. Figure 1
shows the Hier-GD algorithm that adopts object diversion.

Algorithm Hier−GD:

The local proxy enforces the greedy−dual algorithm upon each
fetched object. The evicted object from the local proxy is d1
(1) Produce the objectId of d1 using SHA−1
(2) Route d1 to a destination client cache A
(3) if A has free storage space

(6) else
(7)       if a client cache B in A’s leaf set has free storage space
(8)              A asks B to store d1
(9)              A adds an entry for d1 in its table with a pointer to B
(10)            A asks the local proxy to add an entry for d1 in the

(11)     else
(12)            A enforces the greedy−dual algorithm
(13)            A stores d1 and evicts an object d2
(14)            A asks the local proxy to add an entry for d1 and

(15)     endif
(16) endif
        end

(4)        A stores d1
(5)        A asks the local proxy to add an entry for d1 in the

                       detele an entry for d2 in the lookup directory

                lookup directory

                      lookup directory

Figure 1. Hier-GD Algorithm

4.4. Piggyback Objects

Whenever a local proxy evicts objects, these evicted ob-
jects are passed down to its P2P client cache. Our approach
for destaging evicted objects from a local proxy while re-
ducing the number of messages exchanged between a local
proxy and its P2P client cache is to piggyback evicted ob-
jects (from the local proxy cache) onto HTTP responses to
its clients. Whenever a local proxy receives a HTTP request
from its client A, and if the request invokes object replace-
ment, the local proxy piggybacks the evicted object d1 onto
the HTTP response (which carries the requested object) to
the client A. After receiving the response, A forwards the
object d1 to its destination client cache B using Pastry rout-
ing algorithm. The client cache B then takes responsibility
of storing the object d1.

The increased cost of this mechanism is mainly in the
increased size of the regular response messages due to pig-
gybacking. We expect the increased cost to be small due to
high bandwidth and low latency of the intranet connecting
the local proxy and its clients. Furthermore, due to piggy-
backing, there are no new connections need to be made be-
tween the local proxy and its clients when destaging evicted
objects from the proxy.

4.5. Push Objects

Another potential benefit of exploiting client caches in
cooperative proxy caching is that all cached objects in a
proxy A’s P2P client cache can be shared by all A’s co-
operating proxies. Considering an A’s cooperating proxy
B, which finds a nearby copy of a requested object d (from
its user request) being hold in A’s P2P client cache, B first
asks A to fetch the requested object d. However, the proxy
A cannot fetch d directly from its P2P client cache. This
is because client caches are generally behind a firewall that
does not permit incoming connections. In our approach,
the proxy A attempting the object fetching requests that its
client caches “push” the object d instead. A can request
an object push by routing a push request using Pastry rout-
ing algorithm to the destination client cache who caches the
object d. Upon receipt of the push request, the destination
client cache then establishes a new connection or utilizes a
persistence connection to the local proxy, and pushes d to
its local proxy A, which in turn forwards d to the proxy B.

5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Experiment Setup

We built a simulator which simulates all caching
schemes we have discussed. In particular, NC, NC-EC, SC
and SC-EC implement the LFU replacement policy. FC and
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FC-EC employs the cost-benefit based replacement, thereby
yielding the upper bound on performance benefit of coop-
erating proxy caching without and with exploiting client
caches, respectively. In NC-EC, SC-EC and FC-EC, we
simulate a P2P client cache as one single cache whose size
is the sum of all client cache sizes in a client cluster, there-
fore yielding the upper bound on performance benefit of
NC-EC, SC-EC and FC-EC.

In Hier-GD, the P2P client cache is organized by using
Pastry overlay. Each individual client cache size is set to
0.1% of the infinite cache size, which is defined as the num-
ber of distinct objects that are accessed more than once by
clients in a client cluster. By default, we set the size of a
client cluster is 100. Therefore, in NC-EC, SC-EC, FC-EC
and Hier-GD, the P2P client cache size is 10% of the infinite
cache size.

We make several simplifying assumptions in our exper-
iments. One assumption is that all the objects have the
same size. Second, we assume that clients accessing differ-
ent proxies are statistically identical in their access pattern,
which allows us to determine the upper bound of cooper-
ative caching benefits. Third, although fetching an object
from a P2P client cache might involve a small number of
LAN hops due to Pastry routing algorithm, we assume that
the corresponding latency is lower than fetching an object
from either cooperating proxies or Web servers due to low
latency and high bandwidth of LANs.

We also define a metric called latency gain as the rel-
ative reduction in average access latency with respect to
the baseline NC scheme. Let LNC , LSC , LFC , LNC−EC ,
LSC−EC , LFC−EC , and LHier−GD be the average access
latency for NC, SC, FC, NC-EC, SC-EC, FC-EC and Hier-
GD, respectively. Then the latency gains for SC, FC, NC-
EC, SC-EC, FC-EC and Hier-GD are 1 − LSC

LNC
, 1 − LF C

LNC
,

1 − LNC−EC

LNC
, 1 − LSC−EC

LNC
, 1 − LF C−EC

LNC
, 1 − LHier−GD

LNC
,

respectively.
Moreover, we model the network using the parameters

Ts (average latency for a proxy to retrieve an object from
a Web server), Tc (average latency for a proxy to retrieve
an object from a cooperating proxy), Tl (average latency
for a client to retrieve an object from a local proxy) and
Tp2p (average latency for a client or a local proxy to retrieve
an object from its P2P client cache). By default, we set
Ts/Tc = 10, Ts/Tl = 20, and Tp2p/Tl = 1.4.

To generate a range of synthetic workloads, we used the
ProWGen Web proxy workload generator [4], which incor-
porates several workload characteristics: one-time referenc-
ing, object popularity, the number of distinct objects, tem-
poral locality, file size distribution,and correlation between
file size and popularity. In this work, we focus on the first
four parameters since we assume that all objects are equal
size. By default, we generate traces containing one million
requests addressing 10,000 distinct objects, with 50% of the

objects accessed only once. The default value of α as the
parameter of the object popularity distribution is 0.7. When
investigating a particular workload characteristic, we fix the
remaining parameters to the default values throughout our
experiments.

We also use a real-world Web trace, UCB [1]. The
dataset of UCB consists of 18 days’ worth of HTTP traces
from the University of California at Berkeley Dial-IP ser-
vice, and contains a total of 9,244,728 HTTP requests.

5.2. Experimental Results
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Figure 2. Latency Gain vs. Proxy Cache Size.

Figure 2 (a) and (b) plot the latency gains for all caching
schemes as the function of cache sizes for synthetic work-
loads and real-world traces UCB, respectively. The y-axis
represents the latency gain and the x axis corresponds to the
proxy’s cache size, as a percentage of the infinite cache size.
This figure reveals several important observations. First,
FC/FC-EC outperforms SC/SC-EC, and SC/SC-EC outper-
forms NC/NC-EC. This implies that increasing cache coor-
dination can achieve significant performance improvement.
Second, FC-EC, SC-EC and NC-EC outperform FC, SC
and NC respectively. This indicates that exploiting client
caches can greatly improve caching performance, particu-
larly when the size of the proxy cache is limited compared
to the universe of Web objects. Third, Hier-GD outper-
forms SC-EC, SC and NC-EC, and performs even better
than FC when the size of individual proxy caches is small.
It suggests that Hier-GD not only provides some cache co-
ordination but also takes advantages of client caches. This
is encouraging for inter-proxy cooperation exploiting client
caches because Hier-GD can yield significant performance
benefit and it is technically practical.

In the rest of the paper, we present our experimental re-
sults under a rang of synthetic workloads. Due to space
constraints, we could not present all the results. Please see
[22] for more detail.

Sensitivity to Object Popularity Distribution. One com-
mon characteristic in Web workloads is that the popularity
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Figure 3. Latency Gain vs. Object Popularity Distribution.
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Figure 4. Latency Gain vs. Temporal Locality.

distribution of Web objects follows a Zipf-like distribution,
where the frequency of the ith popular object is proportional
to 1

iα [4, 3]. Figure 3 shows the latency gains of FC, SC-EC,
FC-EC and Hier-GD as we vary the object popularity distri-
bution parameter, α (we observe the similar characteristic
on other caching schemes). Note that smaller values of α
generally have larger latency gains. The is because smaller
values mean less skew in the object popularity distribution
and suggest a larger working set. For the most popular ob-
jects, cache cooperation does not help because only the first
access has the potential to benefit from another cooperative
cache. Therefore cooperation is most effective when the
working set is large.

Sensitivity to Temporal Locality. Another characteristic
in Web workloads is temporal locality, which means that
objects that are accessed recently are likely to be accessed
again in the near future. ProWGen uses a finite size Least-
Recently-Used (LRU) stack model to simulate temporal lo-
cality. A larger LRU stack size means more objects are
accessed with temporal locality. Figure 4 depicts the la-
tency gains for FC, SC-EC, FC-EC and Hier-GD with re-
spect to the LRU stack size, which we vary from 5% to
60% of the total number of objects referenced more than
once. We observe that smaller stack sizes have larger la-
tency gains for FC, FC-EC and Hier-GD. This is because,
generally, a larger LRU stack means more objects exhibit
temporal locality, the effectiveness of a single cache (NC)
increases significantly. While the effectiveness of coopera-
tive caching also increases with increasing temporal local-
ity, it does not increase as much as in the NC scenario. For
SC, SC-EC and NC-EC, when the size of proxy caches is

small, smaller stack sizes have smaller latency gains; when
the size of proxy caches is large, smaller stack sizes instead
yield higher latency gains.

Sensitivity to Network Characteristics. We investigate
the impact of two network characteristics: (1) the latency
between proxies Tc; and (2) the latency between a client
and its proxy Tl. Both latencies are normalized with re-
spect to the latency between the proxy and web server Ts.
So choosing appropriate Ts/Tc and Ts/Tl ratios can deter-
mine a range of network characteristics. Figure 5 (a) plots
the latency gain of Hier-GD as we vary Ts/Tc from 2 to
10. Note that the latency gain increases as Ts/Tc increases
(the similar characteristic is also observed on other caching
schemes). Figure 5 (b) plots the latency gain of Hier-GD as
we vary Ts/Tl from 5 to 20. The latency gain increases as
Ts/Tl increases (the similar characteristic is also observed
on other caching schemes). We therefore conclude that the
performance of cooperative caching is sensitive to the la-
tency between cooperative proxies as well as the latency
between the client and the local proxy.

Impact of The Client Cluster Size. Our evaluation has so
far based on the case of 100 client caches in each client clus-
ter. Now we present simulation results for larger client clus-
ters. Figure 5 (c) shows the impact of varying the size of the
client cluster (from 100 to 1000) on Hier-GD. As the num-
ber of clients in the client cluster increases (which means
larger P2P client caches could be utilized), the latency gain
of Hier-GD increases, particularly when the size of individ-
ual proxy caches is limited compared to the universe of Web
objects (NC-EC, SC-EC and FC-EC also show the similar
characteristic). More results presented in [22] suggest that
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Figure 5. Latency Gain for Hier-GD

the performance of Hier-GD can be near optimal in cooper-
ative proxy caching with the client cluster of a large popu-
lation. The more client caches in a client cluster, the more
potential performance benefit can be achieved by Hier-GD.

Impact of The Proxy Cluster Size. So far our evaluation
has focused on the case of a two-proxy cluster. Now, we
present simulation results for larger proxy clusters. When
there are multiple proxies in a proxy cluster, we assume
that the latency of each pair of proxies is same. Figure 5
(d) shows the impact of varying the size of the proxy clus-
ter on Hier-GD. As the size of the proxy cluster increases
from 2 to 10, the latency gain of Hier-GD increases, partic-
ularly when the size of individual proxy caches is limited
compared to the universe of Web objects (we observe the
similar characteristic on other caching schemes).

5.3. Summary

Based on the above results, we have the following sum-
maries: (1) Exploiting client caches can significantly im-
prove performance in cooperative proxy caching, particu-
larly when the size of individual proxy caches is limited
compared to the universe of Web objects. (2) Hier-GD
can achieve big performance improvement in cooperative
proxy caching due to the fact that it not only provides some
cache coordination but also enables proxies to utilize client
caches. (3) All caching schemes and Hier-GD are sensi-
tive to object popularity distribution, temporal locality and
network characteristics. (4) The client cluster size has big
impact on the performance of NC-EC, SC-EC, FC-EC and
Hier-GD: larger client clusters can yield more performance
gains, particularly when the size of individual proxy caches
is limited compared to the universe of Web objects. (5) The
proxy cluster size also has impact on the performance of
SC/SC-EC, FC/FC-EC and Hier-GD.

6. Related Work

Web caching is a highly active research area. There have
been extensive studies on cooperative caching as a tech-
nique to reduce access latency and bandwidth consump-
tion. Among them are hierarchical schemes like Harvest

[5], directory-based schemes [7, 8, 18], and multicast-based
schemes [14, 19]. The effectiveness of cooperative caching
has also been investigated extensively [15, 20, 6, 13]. These
studies however haven’t investigated the potential perfor-
mance advantages of exploiting client caches in inter-proxy
cooperation.

The Hier-GD algorithm we propose in this paper is
an extension of the greedy-dual algorithm [21], not only
preserving the implicit cache coordination offered by the
greedy-dual algorithm but also enabling proxies to utilize
their client caches. Krishnamurthy et al. propose to pig-
gyback cache validation [11] and server invalidation [12]
to reduce message between proxies and Web servers. We
instead piggyback evicted objects from the proxy onto the
HTTP responses to the clients, thereby reducing messages
between the proxy and client caches.

The P2P client cache is constructed using Pastry scheme
[17]. Leveraging the Pastry overlay, the P2P client cache is
scalable, fault-resilient, and self-organizing in the presence
of heavy load and network and node failure. In the storage
management, like PAST [16], the P2P client cache uses ob-
ject diversion to accommodate differences in the storage ca-
pacity and utilization of client caches. Squirrel [9] uses Pas-
try to construct a decentralized, peer-to-peer web cache by
pooling together web browser caches on client machines in
the absence of the proxy. Our work differs from Squirrel in
that the potential performance benefits of exploiting client
caches in inter-proxy cooperation is extensively examined.
Furthermore, our caching model allows mutual sharing of
Web objects among different organizations by the support
of cooperation among proxies, but it is not easy for Squirrel
to achieve it, due to the fact that client caches usually sit be-
hind a firewall, which doesn’t permit incoming connections
and thus prevents client caches from sharing objects across
different organizations.

7 Conclusions

This paper proposes to exploit client browser caches in
cooperative proxy caching by constructing the client caches
within each organization (e.g., corporate networks) as a
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large P2P client cache. Via trace-driven simulations we
evaluate the potential performance benefit of cooperative
proxy caching with/without exploiting client caches. We
show that exploiting client caches in cooperative proxy
caching can significantly improve performance, particularly
when the size of individual proxy caches is limited com-
pared to the universe of Web objects. We also devise a
cooperative hierarchical greedy-dual replacement algorithm
(Hier-GD), which not only provides some cache coordina-
tion but also utilizes client caches. Through Hier-GD, we
explore the design issues of how to exploit client caches
in cooperative proxy caching to build large Web caches.
We show that Hier-GD is technically practical and can
potentially improve the performance of cooperative proxy
caching by utilizing client caches. We also show that, the
larger number of client caches, the more performance bene-
fit Hier-GD can achieve, particularly when the size of indi-
vidual proxy caches is limited compared to the universe of
Web objects. Furthermore, we examine the impact of work-
load characteristics (e.g., temporal locality, and object pop-
ularity distribution), network characteristics (e.g., client-to-
proxy, proxy-to-proxy, and proxy-to-server latencies), the
client cluster size and the proxy cluster size on all caching
schemes we have discussed.
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